ABSTRACT In this paper, we address the hybrid flow shop scheduling problem with multiprocessor tasks. The objective is to minimize the maximum completion time. This problem is encountered in manufacturing, parallel and distributed computing, and real-time machine vision systems. This problem is strongly NP-hard, and consequently, several heuristics and meta heuristics were proposed in the literature in order to provide a near optimal solution. Assessing the performance of these heuristics requires efficient lower bounds. Surprisingly, few lower bounds with moderate performance were proposed. Because of this reason, we propose in this paper a new efficient destructive lower bound. This lower bound is based on the concept of revisited energetic reasoning, which is basically a feasible test with window time adjustments. The efficiency of the proposed lower bound is assessed throughout an extensive computational experiments conducted on a benchmark of 2,100 instances with up to ten centers. The numerical results provide evidence that the proposed lower bound consistently improves the best existing ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we address the Hybrid Flow Shop scheduling problem with Multiprocessor Tasks (HFSMT). The HFSMT is defined as follows: A set of K production centers Z 1 , . . . , Z K containing respectively m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m K (max (m 1 , . . . , m K ) > 1 ) identical parallel machines (processors), has to process a set J = {1, . . . , n} of n jobs in the following way. Each job j ∈ J is treated over Z 1 , . . . , Z K in that order, during p 1j , p 2j , . . . , p Kj units of time, respectively. Processing job j ∈ J in center Z k requires size kj (k = 1, . . . , K ) simultaneous machines, respectively. This is the multiprocessor task concept, which in contrast with the classical manufacturing systems, where a task is treated only by one machine at the same time. In scheduling theory, several works dealing with the concept of multiprocessors task are proposed ( [15] , [17] , [40] , [44] , [2] , [36] , [36] , [46] , [52] , [53] ). The processing of the jobs is under the following assumption: all jobs and all machines are available from time zero, and all the processing times p ij and the required machines size ij (i = 1, . . . , K and j ∈ J ) are integer and deterministic. The machines process the jobs without preemption and the buffer's capacity between the centers is assumed to be infinite. The objective is to build a feasible schedule that minimizes the makespan C max or the completion time of the last treated job on Z K . Following the three-field notation α|β|γ , [41] , the HFSMT problem is noted F K P m 1 , . . . , P m K size ij C max .
The HFSMT generalizes numerous well studied and interesting shop scheduling problems, namely the one machine problem (K = 1, m 1 = 1, m l = 0 for l = 1, size ij = 1), the parallel machines problem (K = 1, size ij = 1), the flow shop problem (m i = 1, size ij = 1 ) and the hybrid flow shop problem (size ij = 1). In addition, the HFSMT is of a practical interest since it models several real life situations as for the textile industry [51] , bio-process industry [9] , cars manufacturing, electronics industries ( [8] , [11] ), parallel computing ( [44] , [52] ), distributed systems [44] , real-time machine vision systems [12] , transportation problems [45] , berth allocation of container terminal [22] and work-force assignment [27] . In the other hand, this problem is a challenging one from theoretical point of view, since it is strongly NP-Hard [25] .
During the recent two decades, the HFSMT problem received a lot of attention and becomes a subject of interest within the scientific and industrial communities. This interest is focused on providing feasible solutions by developing heuristics and meta-heuristics based algorithms. This is because the optimal solution for the HFSMT problem is out of reach (HFSMT is NP-Hard in the strong sense ) because of its hardness. In this context, authors in [50] proposed a simulated annealing (SA) heuristic. Furthermore, ( [11] , [18] ) provided a tabu search (TS) heuristic and ( [13] , [20] , [47] , [51] ) developed Genetic Algorithms (GA). In addition, [30] constructed an Ant Colony (AC) based heuristic. Recently a parallel greedy algorithm approach is proposed in [29] . Further, authors in [14] developed a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. In addition, an iterated greedy heuristic is presented in [31] . Authors in ( [10] , [12] ) proposed heuristic algorithms for the HFSMT problem with two stages. A hybrid algorithm combining particle swarm optimization (PSO) with simulated annealing (SA) and tabu search (TS), is proposed in [21] . More recently, a (PSO) based algorithm is presented in [22] , an artificial bee colony is developed in [48] , and a discrepancy-based search method is elaborated in [5] .
Assessing the performance of the provided heuristics and bounding the optimal value requires effective lower bounds. Surprisingly, few ones with moderate performance were provided in literature ( [5] , [11] , [22] ). In order to overcome this drawback, a new efficient lower bound for HFSMT will be presented in this work. This new lower bound is a destructive one, based on the concept of the Revisited Energetic Reasoning (RER) developed in [33] , originally for the parallel machines scheduling problem. The concept of revisited energetic reasoning will be recalled later in section 3, and the derivation of the corresponding destructive lower bound will be presented in section 4.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, lower bounds from the literature are presented. In Section 3, the concepts of the classical and revisited energetic reasoning are briefly recalled. Section 4 is dedicated to the new revisited energetic based lower bound for the HFSMT problem. An extensive computational analysis of the different lower bounds is presented throughout section 5. Finally, a summary of our results and some directions for future research are indicated in the conclusion.
II. LOWER BOUNDS FROM THE LITERATURE
Prior to the introduction of the literature lower bounds for the HFSMT problem, we present the following notations and definitions.
For each center Z k (k = 1, . . . , K ) and for each job j ∈ J , the release date r kj and the delivery time q kj are defined respectively by:
The first lower bound is the following one.
A. OĞUZ ET AL (2005) LOWER BOUND
This lower bound LB 1 , is a center-based lower bound presented in [11] and given as follows.
Where
size kj p kj .
LB 1 is obtained after a set of relaxations. Indeed, for each center Z k (k = 1, . . . , K ) , relaxing the capacities of the rest of the centers results in a parallel machine problem P k with multiprocessor tasks. Each problem P k has the following settings.
• m k parallel machines.
• a release date r kj for each job j ∈ J .
• a delivery time date q kj for each job j ∈ J .
• a resource requirement size kj for each job j ∈ J . Allowing the preemption, eliminating the idle time in Z k and relaxing the release dates and the delivery times, respectively as: min size kj p kj . Therefore,
is a valid lower bound on the makespan, thus, LB 1 = max 1≤k≤K LB k 1 is a valid lower bound for the HFSMT problem. It's worth noting that LB 1 is a generalization of the centerbased lower bound proposed by [16] for the hybrid flow shop scheduling problem (size kj = 1). LB 1 may be improved ( [12] , [51] ), by considering the following subsets
Clearly A k and B k satisfy the following three conditions:
• If j ∈ A k and i ∈ B k then there is no time t where the jobs i and j are treated simultaneously over Z k .
• Two different jobs i, j ∈ A k can't be treated at the same time by Z k . Based on the latter observations, for any feasible solution for the HFSMT over the subset of jobs J k , the horizon time is partitioned in two parts. The first one is composed of time intervals where the machines of Z k treat only one job of A k , and the second part contains time intervals where only jobs from B k are processed. Consequently, any lower bound calculated over J k holds while setting up size kj = m k for each j ∈ A k . Therefore, a lower bound on the average load for each machine of Z k is:
Thus,
is a valid lower bound for the HFSMT problem.
B. LAHIMER ET AL (2011, 2013) LOWER BOUNDS
LB O has been improved in [4] , by observing that the maximum completion time in center
In addition, authors in [5] developed a new lower bound, based on the concept of discrete Dual Feasible Function (DFF). Recall that a function f is said a DFF if for any finite subset S of non negative integers, the following condition holds.
In this case, S = {f (x) , x ∈ S} is a transformed set via the DFF f . Authors in [5] proposed to transform an instance I of the HFSMT into an other one I , by transforming size ij and m i (i = 1, . . . , K ; j ∈ J ), to f i size ij and f i (m i ) , respectively, where f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f K are K DFFs. Interestingly, if C max (I ) and C max I are the optimal makespans for instances I and I , respectively, then C max I ≤ C max (I ). This is due to the fact that
Consequently, if L I is a lower bound on C max I , then L I is a valid lower bound on C max (I ) . The transformation of the instances via the DFFs may improve the value of a given lower bound.
The proposed DFFs are a combination of two kinds. the first ones f s 1 1 ≤ s ≤ m i 2 are defined in [26] and given as follows.
for
where M (X , J i ) is the optimal solution of the one dimension Bin Packing problem with the following settings.
the set of items.
• X the capacity.
• The objective is to maximize the number of selected items. The optimal solution for such a problem could be obtained in linear time by sorting the items in J i in the increasing order of their size.
The second family of DFFs f 1 0 ≤ ≤ 1 2 is defined in [26] as follows.
According to [5] , a family i of DFFs is generated for each In [22] author proposed a lower bound that has been proofed to be incorrect in [35] .
III. CLASSICAL AND REVISITED ENERGETIC REASONING A. CLASSICAL ENERGETIC REASONING
Based on the work presented in [6] , the authors of [28] developed the Energetic Reasoning (ER) in order to solve cumulative scheduling problems. Besides, the ER has been used for complex shop scheduling problems, in order to derive destructive lower bounds. In this context, authors in ( [23] , [24] ) presented an ER based lower bounds for the parallel machine problem. In addition, a branch and bound exact algorithm, embedding an ER based lower bound, was proposed for the hybrid flow shop problem in [19] . Recently, authors in [1] developed an exact solution for the energy scheduling problem partially based on the ER.
The ER concept for the cumulative scheduling problem, is presented formally as follows. Given a resource Z with m identical parallel machines and a set J = {1, . . . , n} of n jobs, each job j ∈ J has to be processed within a time window [ 
is the treated part of job j if it starts (resp finishes) processing at r j (resp d j ) over [t 1 , t 2 ]. Clearly, a lower bound on the time that must be provided by the resource Z , during [t 1 , t 2 ] to process a job j, in any feasible schedule, is the work
The total work over [t 1 , t 2 ] is defined by:
Obviously, if W (t 1 , t 2 ) > m(t 2 − t 1 ) the the instance is infeasible. This is the feasibility test. Moreover, the slack of a job j over the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] is given by:
and corresponds to the maximum time that can be provided by the resource Z for treating partially or totally j within [t 1 •
Furthermore, authors in [39] studied the ER and provided the interesting result about the pertinent intervals [t 1 , t 2 ], where the infeasibility must be checked. Indeed the set of those intervals is given as follows.
where: 
B. REVISITED ENERGETIC REASONING FOR PARALLEL MACHINES PROBLEM
The Revisited Energetic Reasoning (RER) which was proposed in [33] for the parallel machine scheduling problem (b j = 1 for j ∈ J ), improves the ER. The RER contributes efficiently in solving the parallel machine problem as remarked by [33] . Recently, in ( [3] , [38] ) a set of efficient lower bounds, based on the RER, are derived for the Resource Constraints Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP). In addition, authors in [34] provided an efficient RER based lower bound for the hybrid flow shop scheduling problem.
Before introducing the RER concept, the following definition is presented.
Definition 1:
• a job j ∈ J is said at the left position of t 1 if it starts processing at r j ≤ t 1 .
• a job j ∈ J is said at the right position of t 2 if it finishes processing at d j ≥ t 2 .
• a job j ∈ J is said inside [t 1 , t 2 ] if it starts processing at sp j > t 1 and finishes processing at fp j < t 2 . The possible positions taken by a job j ∈ J are illustrated in the figure Fig. 1 .
The basic idea behind the development of RER compared to ER, lies on the two following observations.
• the work W j (t 1 , t 2 ) of a job j ∈ J over the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] is obtained by starting processing j at r j , or finishing at d j , thus the number of jobs treated at t 1 (resp t 2 ), while computing the total work, might be more than m, which is a resource capacity relaxation.
• the number of treated jobs in any feasible schedule, at the dates t 1 and t 2 , respectively, does not exceed m . Hence, to compute an enhanced value of the total work, the resource capacity constraint is no longer relaxed. Thus, among the jobs that must be treated partially or totally within the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ], at most m jobs are placed at the left position of t 1 , at most m jobs are placed at the right position of t 2 , and the rest of the jobs are assigned inside [t 1 , t 2 ].
To illustrate the latter idea, the following example is presented.
Example 1: Considering the instance with m = 2, n = 6, r j = 1, p j = 3, d j = 8 ( j ∈ J = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} ) and the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] = [3, 7] . Then, for each job j ∈ J we have: Therefore, The total work is W (t 1 , t 2 ) = 6 j=1 W l j (t 1 , t 2 ) = 6 < m (t 2 − t 1 ) = 8 and no infeasibility is detected.
In this example, the six jobs contribute by their left work W l j (t 1 , t 2 ) (j ∈ J ) in the total work W (t 1 , t 2 ) , hence, all the jobs are assigned to the left position. Consequently, all the six jobs are treated at time t 1 = 3, which clearly exceeds the resource's capacity (6 = n > m = 2) (see Fig. 2 ).
If the resource capacity constraints at t 1 and t 2 are not relaxed, then jobs 1 and 2 are placed at the left position of t 1 = 3, the jobs 3 and 4 are placed at the right position of t 2 = 7, The rest of jobs, 5 and 6 are placed inside [t 1 , t 2 ] = [3, 7] (all the jobs are symmetric). Thus the new calculated total work is :
Hence, an infeasibility is detected, based on the new way calculating the total work (see Fig. 3 ).
IV. REVISITED ENERGETIC REASONING FOR THE CUMULATIVE PROBLEM
This section is devoted to the generalization of the concept of the RER to the cumulative scheduling problem. In this context, the following notations are presented.
Clearly, J 0 is composed of the jobs that must be treated partially or totally, within the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ], in other term J 0 = {j ∈ J : W j (t 1 , t 2 ) > 0}. In addition, each job j ∈ J 1 is processed over the hole time interval , in any feasible schedule. Thus, In addition, let α 0 = min j∈J 1 (r j + p j ) and β 0 = max
then the following adjustments are derived.
Adjustment 1:
If
Indeed, all the m machines are busy treating the jobs from J 1 .
Hereafter, J 0 and m are substituted by J = J 0 \ J 1 and m = m − j∈J 1 b j , respectively. This is due to the fact that the jobs in J 1 are processed completely during .
A. A 0-1 LINEAR FORMULATION AND SIMPLE FEASIBLE TESTS
In order to determine the total work of the jobs over the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ], the capacity constraints at t 1 and t 2 are not relaxed. Thus a job j ∈ J is either placed at the left position of t 1 , or at the right position of t 2 , or inside [t 1 , t 2 ]. Therefore, a set of binary decision variables x j , y j , z j : j ∈ J are introduced. These decision variables are coupling jobs and the positions that may be assigned to as follows.
• x j = 1 if j is placed at the left position of t 1 : r j ≤ t 1 and j participates in the total work by its left work r j + p j − t 1 .
• y j = 1 if j is placed at the right position of t 2 : d j ≥ t 2 and j participates in the total work by its right work t 2 − d j + p j .
• z j = 1 if j is placed inside [t 1 , t 2 ] : the job j participates in the total work by its processing time p j .
Seeking simplicity the following notations will be used.
•
The total work is the optimal solution of the following programming model (P 1 ). (2) subject to :
The objective function (2) is to minimize the total amount of work. Constraints (3) require that each job j ∈ J should be placed either at the left position of t 1 , or at the right position of t 2 , or inside the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ]. Constraints (4) and (5) involve that the resource capacity constraints at times t 1 and t 2 are respected, respectively. Finally, Constraints (6) state that the decision variables are binary-valued.
According [33] , (P 1 ) is optimally solvable in polynomial time for the parallel machine problem (b j = 1 ∀j ∈ J ). In addition, if W * (t 1 , t 2 ) denotes the optimal value of (P 1 ), we easily claim that:
In the case where no infeasibility is detected, some adjustments of the time window [r j , d j ] of job j may be performed. For that aim, the slack of j ∈ J is defined by:
where J \ j = {i ∈ J , i = j}. Remarking that s j (t 1 , t 2 ) is an upper bound on the time provided by the m machines to treat the job j within time interval [t 1 , t 2 ]. Consequently,
involves that the job j cannot start processing at r j , for any feasible schedule. Let h j be the starting time processing j, then the treated part
Symmetrically, we proof the second part of the latter lemma for the adjustment of d j .
Computing the total work according to the new way and the adjustments are refer to as the Revisited Energetic Reasoning for the cumulative scheduling problem.
The formulation (2-6) could be enhanced since some binary variables x j , y j , z j (∀j ∈ J ) could be fixed in advance, thus J is partitioned into the following subsets.
• J L = j ∈ J : r j + p j < t 2 , and d j − p j ≤ t 1 • J R = j ∈ J : r j + p j ≥ t 2 , and d j − p j > t 1 • J I = j ∈ J : t 1 < r j , and d j < t 2
, and p j < t 2 − t 1 − 1} As an immediate consequence of the latter partition of J , we present the following proposition. and using the same proof as for 1 allows to confirm that y j = 1 for each j ∈ J R . 3) Since, in any feasible schedule and for any j ∈ J I , j cannot be place at the left position of t 1 (t 1 < r j ) and j can't be placed at the right position of t 2 (d j < t 2 ). Thus z j = 1. 4) If j ∈ J LI then d j < t 2 , thus the job j cannot be placed at the right position of t 2 , that means y j = 0. 5) Based on the symmetry of left and right positions respectively, the same proof as for 4 holds and x j = 0. 6) By contradiction, assume that a job j ∈ J LR can be placed at the inside position, then t 1 < r j and d j < t 2 (the inside position definition). Thus,
In the other hand, if j ∈ J LR then p j ≥ t 2 − t 1 − 1(definition of J LR ). Hence, p j ≤ t 2 − t 1 − 2 and at the same time p j ≥ t 2 − t 1 − 1 which is a contradiction, thus z j = 0.
Based on the latter proposition, one can see easily that during the computation of the total work, and according to the new way we have:
• J L stands for the jobs j ∈ J that must be placed at the left position of t 1 .
• J R stands for the jobs j ∈ J that must be placed at the right position of t 2 .
• J I stands for the jobs j ∈ J that must be placed at the inside position of [t 1 , t 2 ] .
• J LI stands for the jobs j ∈ J that must be placed at the left position of t 1 or at the inside position of [t 1 , t 2 ] .
• J RI stands for the jobs j ∈ J that must be placed at the right position of t 2 or at the inside position of [t 1 , t 2 ] .
• J LR stands for the jobs j ∈ J that must be placed at the left position of t 1 or at the right position of t 2 .
• J LIR stands for the jobs j ∈ J that are placed at any position. Based on the partition of J some obvious preliminary feasibility tests and adjustments rules can be derived as follows. Let
Based on the partition of J into J L , J R , J LI , J RI , J LR and J LIR , some binary decision variables (x j , y j , z j ) are fixed. This reduces the number of decision variables and the computation effort to solve the next mathematical model (P 2 ). Since the jobs in J L , J R satisfy the following conditions:
then a left capacity m L and a right capacity m R are defined respectively as follows:
Seeking simplicity the following notations will be adopted. 
subject to :
The objective function (7) is the minimizing of the total amount of work on J \ (J L ∪ J R ∪ J I ). Constraints (8a-8d) require that each job should be placed at only one position (left or right or inside), according to the subset it VOLUME 5, 2017 belongs to. Constraints (8e -8f) involve that the resource capacity constraints at times t 1 and t 2 are respected, respectively. Finally, Constraints (8g-8i) state that the decision variables are binary-valued. Here after the formulation (7 -8i) is refer to as the exact formulation.
Remark 1: Obviously, if W * REST represents the optimal value of (P 2 ) then,
is a lower bound on the total work within the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ].
C. RELAXED VERSION
Solving directly (P 2 ) is a time consuming procedure since it is an NP-Hard problem, therefore a relaxed version is proposed. First, the problem (P 2 ) is transformed into an equivalent problem (P 3 ). Second, some constraints are relaxed. This relaxation, which refers to as the Knapsack based relaxation, yields two independent knapsack problems. Firstly, observing that:
and eliminating the z j variables in (P 2 ), we get the following 0-1 programming formulation. (10) subject to :
Relaxing first in (P 3 ) the constraints (11) (12) , which involves that a job j ∈ J LR ∪ J LIR may be placed at the same time at the left position and at the right position. These relaxations result in two independent knapsack problems (P 5 ) and (P 6 ), which are expressed as follows.
subject to : (20) subject to :
The problems (P 5 ) and (P 6 ) are exactly solved since the knapsack problem is an easy one among the hard problems. Denoting __ W * 5 and __ W * 6 the optimal solutions of (P 5 ) and (P 6 ), respectively, then the total work W * 1 can be expressed by:
The energetic reasoning feasibility test, consists on comparing from one side the minimum amount of time required to be provided by the machines for treating the jobs (total work) and for the other side the capacity of this machines m (t 2 − t 1 ), throughout the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ]. In the last sections, the total work has been improved (compared to the classical one ) by adopting new approaches ((P 2 ) and (P 3 )).
In this section, an improvement of the capacity is proposed. The first improvement is based on the resolution of the following Knapsack problem: (25) subject to :
Let C * the optimal solution of (K ), then the capacity is
\ {j}} , represents the jobs that are treated (partially or totally) separately. in other terms, for any j ∈ A there is no job i ∈ J \ {j} , and no interval time [t a , t b ] ⊂ [t 1 , t 2 ] such that j and i are treated over [t a , t b ] . Thus, for each j ∈ A there exist m − b j idle machines during the treatment of j. Consequently, a job j ∈ A creates an idle time no
capacity is:
Hereafter, C 2 will be the considered capacity. Thus, if W * 1 (t 1 , t 2 ) > C 2 then the instance is infeasible. Moreover, the slack for a job j ∈ J \ j, is defined now as:
and the eventual adjustments of the time window time [r j , d j ] of a job j are done with the new value of s j (t 1 , t 2 ).
In the sequel Revisited Energetic Reasoning (RER) refers to as the simple feasible tests (Test i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) and simple adjustments (Adjustment i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4), in addition to the procedure giving W * 1 (t 1 , t 2 ) with C 2 as a capacity, and the corresponding adjustments. 
V. A REVISITED ENERGETIC REASONING BASED LOWER BOUND FOR THE HFSMT
In this section a destructive lower bound for the HFSMT is proposed. The technics of generating destructive lower bounds is widely used in the literature, in order to provide efficient lower bounds for complex problem as in ( [34] , [37] , [42] , [43] , [32] ). Clearly, the quality and the consumed time performing this kind of lower bounds, is depending directly on the efficiency of the considered feasibility test. In our case, the considered feasibility test is the RER. The developed lower bound in this paper is based on the following basic principal: for a trial value L of the makespan, if a infeasibility is detected according to The RER, then L is incremented (L := L + 1). This procedure is repeated until no infeasibility is detected. The final obtained value of L is a lower bound on the optimal value of the makespan, for the HFSMT problem. The general scheme of a procedure giving the destructive lower bound is illustrated over figure Fig. 4 .
The development of the destructive lower bound for the HFSMT, is done by considering an initial trial value L on the optimal value of the makespan. From this trial value a due date d kj = L − q kj is generated for each center Z k (k = 1, . . . , K ) and for each job j ∈ J . After that, the RER is applied from the first center Z 1 to the last center Z K in that sense. If an infeasibility is detected in a center
If it is not the case, the adjustment procedure is applied over this center Z k . If an update of the time window r kj , d kj , for a job j ∈ J is done, then a propagation procedure is performed over the two following symmetric cases.
• If r kj is adjusted, then the release dates r hj , (for h = k + 1, . . . , K ) are updated consecutively by setting: r hj := r h−1,j + p h−1,j .
• If d kj is adjusted, then the due dates d hj , (for h = k − 1 down to 1) are updated consecutively by setting:
The hole procedure is halted if no infeasibility and nor adjustments are detected. The obtained value of the destructive lower bound is denoted LB D . In addition, the considered initial trial value is LB Lit .
The general algorithm for the destructive lower bound is provided in Algorithm 1. Since the HFSMT problem is a symmetric one, the same procedure obtaining LB D , is applied to the reverse problem(from Z K down to Z 1 ) and the resulted lower bound is noted LB
is a valid lower bound for the HFSMT problem. 
VI. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

A. TEST PROBLEMS
In order to asses the performance of the proposed lower bound, we consider two sets of instances: Set A and Set B. The Set A which is proposed in [6] , is composed of two types : Type A-1 and Type A-2. For Type A-1, the number of machines m k in center Z k (k = 1, .., K ) is randomly generated within {1, . . . , 5} while for Type A-2, m k = 5.
In addition, for Type A-1 and Type A-2 we have:
• the number of jobs n ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50, 100}
• the number of production center K ∈ {2, 5, 8, 10}
• the process time p kj are randomly and uniformly generated in [1, 100] .
• The required machines size kj for job j over center Z k , is randomly generated within {1, . . . , m k } . For each couple (n, K ) , 10 instances are generated which results in 300 instances.
Set B is an extension of the instances proposed in [7] , for the hybrid flow shop scheduling problem. More precisely, the number of centers K ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} and the number of jobs n ∈ {10, 20, 40, 80} . Furthermore, the center-machine configurations are given in TABLE 1.
We remark that center-machine configurations contains a diversified distribution patterns, more precisely: In addition, Set B includes three types of instances: Type B-1, Type B-2, and Type B-3. These types are characterized by the way the processing times p kj are generated.
• Type B-1: The processing time is generated uniformly from [10, 30] . • Type B-2: The processing time in center
• Type B-3: The processing time is generated uniformly from [5, 15] with probability 0.9 and from [50, 70 ] with probability 0.1. Finally, the number of the required machines size kj to treat job j over center Z k , is randomly generated within {1, . . . , m k } . This is the extension that we propose compared to the original data for the hybrid flow shop problem. For each center-machine configuration, the number of jobs and the type of the processing time, five instances were generated, which yielded a total of 1800 instances. Thus, the total number of instances for Set A and Set B is 2100.
The lower bounds are code in C++ and conducted on a PC with 1.7 GH and 504 Mo RAM. 
A summary of these results is provided in TABLE 2. The presented experimental results in TABLE 2 (Global) provide a strong evidence that the proposed lower bound LB RER outperforms the literature lower bound LB Lit , since LB RER strictly dominates LB Lit for 915 instances out of 2100 (43.57%). Moreover, despite LB RER is a destructive lower bound, using the optimal solution of knapsack problem (which is a hard problem), for several intervals [t 1 , t 2 ], the required CPU time T LB RER is 0.76s, which is a moderate CPU time compared to T LB Lit . In addition, for the instances where LB RER > LB Lit , the average difference MD is important and it is 8.57 unites of time. A type results analysis shows that for Type A-2 and Type B-2, LB RER is performing slightly lower than for the other types. More precisely, LB RER > LB Lit in 56 instances out of 150 for Type A-2 (37.34% < 43.57% ) and in 137 instances out of 600 for Type B-2 (22.84% < 43.57%).
However, T LB RER reaches its minimum (by set) for these two types where T LB RER = 0.60s for Type A-2 and T LB RER = 0.06s for Type A-2. Furthermore, the MD reachs its maximum for Type A-2 where MD = 31.45.
To get a more detailed overview on the obtained results, we present the detailed experimental results over TABLES 3-7. According to TABLES 3-7, and regardless the number of jobs, the maximum number of times where LB RER strictly dominates LB Lit is obtained for large number of centers (K = 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 ). This is not surprising because of the impact of the propagation of the window time adjustments during the computation of the destructive lower bound. Clearly, this propagation procedure reveals its capabilities once the number of centers increases. We see also from TABLES 3-7 that the CPU time T LB RER increases as the number of jobs n and the number of centers K increases, to reach its maximum for n = 100 and K = 8 : Type A-1, Type A-2, and for n = 80 and K = 10 : Type B-1, Type B-2 and Type B-3. Moreover, we remark that for most instances, MD also increases as the number of jobs and the number of centers increases.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new destructive lower bound for the HFSMT, where the feasibility test is based on the concept of the revisited energetic reasoning. First, we have recall the classical energetic reasoning procedure, in addition to the revisited energetic reasoning concept for the parallel machine scheduling problem. After that, we extend the revisited energetic reasoning for the cumulative scheduling problems. This extension is applied to the HFSMT problem iteratively, starting from the first center to the last one, with the propagation of the adjustments for the window time (if found) for the other centers. This procedure allows us to obtain a destructive lower bound.
The effectiveness of the proposed lower bound has been demonstrated by the results of extensive computational experiments. Indeed, the obtained lower bound outperforms the best lower bound from the literature for 915 instances out of 2100 (43.57%). In the other hand, this lower bound requires a moderate CPU time (0.76s) and appears to be reasonably fast despite we are solving a sequence of hard Knapsack problems. Moreover, we observe that the average difference of the proposed lower bound with the literature lower bound, is significant with an average value of 8.57.. Furthermore, the best performance of the proposed lower bound is detected for the large number of centers, where the propagation procedures reveals its efficiency.
Future research efforts need to be provided in terms of development of a more efficient heuristic and exact procedures in order to solve the HFSMT scheduling problem. We expect that the new derived lower bound would be useful for assessing the proposed heuristics in a good way, in addition to helping bounding the optimal solution value, in order to facilitate and speed up the exact solution procedures, which requires further investigation.
